Further evidences of the quality of double-hybrid energy functionals for π-conjugated systems.
Despite numerous interesting efforts along decades to improve the accuracy of density functionals with broad applicability, such as B3LYP, there are still large sets of molecular systems where improvements are badly needed. We select π-conjugated systems as an example of the latter due to the subtle interplay between some physical effects affecting possibly most of the calculations: self-interaction or delocalization error, medium-range correlation signatures, dispersive-like weak interactions, and static correlation effects. We further assess a recently proposed modification of the B2-PLYP double-hybrid functional, called B2π-PLYP, that is expected to yield substantial progress for this kind of systems. Generally speaking, when compared with other more popular and older density functionals, double hybrids behave particularly accurate for π-conjugated systems without suffering the large errors that are common in former yet conventional methods.